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This scarf is made so the rainbow peeks 
through throughout the scarf.  

Materials:  
5 mm hook, dark and rainbow 4 worsted 
weight yarn 
Big twist rainbow classic “Fun Brights” 
Caron one pound “dark grey” 
 
Terms:  
Yarn Over – YO 
Stitch – ST 
Chain - CH 
Single Crochet – SC 
Single Crochet Foundation Stitch - SCFS 
 
Note 1: I used stitchfiddle.com to create the graph of motorcycle and letter. You can 
create whatever letter you’d like using the website (make it 21x20 squares) or simply 
leave off the letter option.  
 
 Note 2: You will be carrying both colors the entire project you will work over the color 
not being used and simply drop the color when changing colors. This allows for very 
little end weaving at the end of project! Also, when changing colors, always finish 
previous stitch with new color this makes for a smoother color change. 
 
With Dark Grey SCFS 21 stitches, Ch 1, Turn.  
Grab your rainbow yarn end and lay it over your chain, work over rainbow yarn in each 
st across (21) 
Continue to carry rainbow yarn and crochet with dark grey starting the graph for line 1. 
Follow graph until red line (end of this side of scarf) ch1 and turn. Continue working 
the graph changing colors to rainbow for the black filled in boxes. (Each stitch 
represents 1 box) 
Continue finishing graph and then keep working sc stitches with 21 stitches in each row 
and working over and carrying rainbow yarn in each row. I did 120 rows for this side or 
scarf. Tie off. 
Now, repeat all the steps with the second half of scarf following the other side of the 
motorcycle graph. Make another 120 rows and sew ends together. Weave in sewing 
ends. Finished! 
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